Ms. Joy’s Grade 4 Media Class

June 3rd, 2021
Class: ______________

Name: ___________________________

▶Part A: Vocabulary
Fill in the blank with the correct word from the box.
A. annoying: Someone or something that is annoying makes you feel upset
B. splash: to make some of water to fly up into the air
C. puddle: a small amount of water, mud, etc., on the ground
D. muddy: covered in mud
E. appointment: If you have an appointment with someone, you have set up time
to see them
F. strap: to fasten things together to hold them tight

▶Part
B: Vocabulary
G. vacuum:
to clean Practice
or suck up something using a vacuum cleaner
H. cockpit: In an airplane or racing car, the cockpit is the part where the pilot or
driver sits
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▶Part B: Vocabulary Practice
Fill in the blank with the correct word from the words we just learned.
1. Don't ______________ water at your brother. This is not a pool, but our
own bathroom!
2. The pilots are seated in the _______________ to drive the plane.
3. I have a doctor's ____________________ tomorrow morning at nine
o'clock.
4. That noise from the old fan is very ____________________.
5. She accidentally stepped in a ________________ and got her shoes wet.
▶Part C: Quiz
1. Who has not annoyed Sophie and Lou?
a. a frog

b. Gaspard

c. Simon

d. Ferdinand

2. Simon could accomplish his mission to save friends from danger after all.
a. True

b. False.

3. Daddy wants to take Simon to the dentist, because Simon ________________.
a. bit his tongue
b. needs a filling on his teeth
c. hurt his tongue with a fork
4. When is likely Simon going to see the dentist?
a. next morning

b. this afternoon

c. tomorrow afternoon

5. Ferdinand loves to go see the dentist and is never afraid of dental treatment.
a.

True

b. False

6. What helped Simon to feel good about the dental clinic?
a. a strawberry flavored gel
b. playing the buttons on the chair
c. being a super rabbit

7. Simon thinks the buttons on the weird chair are like the ones of the __________.
a. remote controller

b. machine

c. cockpit

